In pervasive and ubiquitous computing systems, human activity recognition has immense potential in a large number of application domains. Current activity recognition techniques (i) do not handle variations in sequence, concurrency and interleaving of complex activities; (ii) do not incorporate context; and (iii) require large amounts of training data. There is a lack of a unifying theoretical framework which exploits both domain knowledge and data-driven observations to infer complex activities. In this article, we propose, develop and validate a novel Context-Driven Activity Theory (CDAT) for recognizing complex activities. We develop a mechanism using probabilistic and Markov chain analysis to discover complex activity signatures and generate complex activity definitions. We also develop a Complex Activity Recognition (CAR) algorithm. It achieves an overall accuracy of 95.73% using extensive experimentation with real-life test data. CDAT utilizes context and links complex activities to situations, which reduces inference time by 32.5% and also reduces training data by 66%.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the wide scale availability of low-cost sensing and mobile technology has led to an increased interest in the field of human activity recognition. The recognition of human activities has vast potential in application areas such as healthcare, aged care, emergencies such as natural disasters, comfort applications in smart homes, and energy-efficient urban spaces [Tapia et al. 2004; Philipose et al. 2004; Choudhury et al. 2008] . It can benefit the field of personal informatics by helping humans to better understand and analyse their behavior [Li et al. 2012] . Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) such as house work, office work, cooking, eating, shopping, exercising and grooming are highly complex and humans tend to multitask these with ease. Each ADL has more than one subactivity. For example, eating breakfast may involve sitting on chair, picking a knife, picking a fork, and so on. We call these subactivities atomic activities and define them as those unit-level activities that cannot be broken down further given application semantics. For example, the placement of a certain sensor can only be used to infer certain types of gestures like movement of fingers or a hand [Tu et al. 2012] or atomic activities like sitting or walking [Bao and Intille 2004] . This can also be dependent on the type of sensing technology used. These atomic activities belonging to different ADLs interleave or occur concurrently and are performed as operations that are routinized [Kaptelinin et al. 1999] . Recognition of such complex activities can help build smarter environments where, for example, a larger section of the ageing population that prefers to live independently in their own homes can be assisted.
Sensing technology and interaction of humans with computers is fundamental to the many areas of human computer interaction such as pervasive, ubiquitous, and distributed computing [Zhai and Bellotti 2005] . Human activity recognition using sensors in pervasive, distributed, and ubiquitous computing systems requires access to sensors, computational resources, and reasoning mechanisms to infer the activities [Abowd and Mynatt 2000] . Human users in their daily lives perform a large number of complex activities, which consist of a number of atomic (unit level) activities. Complex activities can be concurrent and interleaved and can have variations in sequence. Let us consider an example where a user John performs a complex activity such as " cooking an omelet," which involves a number of atomic activities such as "walking into kitchen," "standing close to the stove," " picking a pan," " turning the stove on," "opening the fridge," "taking the eggs out," "taking the bread out," "whisking the eggs," "frying the eggs," "chopping the vegetables," and "adding the vegetables." John can perform these activities in different ways each time, or he can perform it in an interleaved or concurrent manner with another complex activity such as "preparing tea." These atomic activities can also differ depending on "who is cooking the omelet" and "what type of omelet John is cooking." Similarly, John can perform a number of complex activities at home, in the office, and outdoors.
Different atomic activities can be categorized with respect to the sensing technology that is used to infer complex activities. For example, body motion activities can be inferred using accelerometer or gyroscope sensors worn by John on his body. An accelerometer worn on the arm would imply arm movement. An accelerometer worn on the waist or upper leg can be used to infer overall body motion such as walking, running, or sitting. Object interaction such as picking objects and touching objects can be inferred using RFID sensing technology in John's environment. Other modes of sensing computer or mobile phone related activities can be used based on virtual sensors present on John's devices. Virtual sensors represent software that is used to collect information about any activity while using the device (e.g., using a document writing software on a laptop). Similarly, a wide range of other types of atomic activities can also be recognized that involve other sensing technologies both wearable and those present in the user's environment.
Various techniques have successfully been applied to infer human activities. These include machine learning techniques [Tapia et al. 2004; Kaptelinin et al. 1999] and data mining techniques combined with use of semantics, string matching algorithms and human activity language development [Yang et al. 2006] . The most widely studied approaches are mainly data driven and use machine learning techniques for classification of complex activities after gathering and labelling large amounts of training data based on a specific sensor or set of sensors. We identify the key problems with existing techniques and present them here. The problem with existing techniques is that they work well within a particular domain and situation in which they are initially set in. For example, once removed out of the current domain into a new environment and infrastructure, the activity recognition techniques need to be trained again using new data [Kasteren et al. 2010; . These techniques suffer from problems such as large amounts of data collection and annotation for training of models [Tapia et al. 2004; Albinali et al. 2007; Davies et al. 2008] . Further, the changes in sequence of ADLs affect activity recognition accuracy of trained models adversely. Concurrent and interleaved ADLs are not accurately recognized, as it is time-consuming to train activity models for the different possible ways in which complex activities are interleaved or performed concurrently [Tapia et al. 2004; Albinali et al. 2007; Davies et al. 2008] .
The field of activity recognition has a number of research challenges that need to be addressed by the research community. We consider the following challenges in this article:
-As mentioned previously, complex activities can have a different sequence each time they are performed. They can also be interleaved with other complex activities or more than one activity can be performed concurrently. It is required that variations in sequence, interleaving, and concurrency of complex activities should be handled during activity recognition [Davies et al. 2008 ]. -The use of context (e.g., location of user, velocity of user, light on/off and environmental temperature) in activity recognition can facilitate and improve the recognition of different activities [Abowd and Mynatt 2000; Choudhury et al. 2008; Ye et al. 2009 ]. This can be in the form of contextual cues or situations inferred from available context. Context is defined as any information which helps to describe a situation or scenario of a person or object [Abowd and Mynatt 2000; Dey 2000 ]. -Further, there arises a need to assimilate these atomic activities and context which are inferred from different sensing technology to recognize complex activities performed by the user. In doing so, we need to minimize the amount of training data required as well as the process of its annotation. -A unifying theoretical framework to describe and define the information pertaining to complex activities based on both domain knowledge and experimentation is required. The definitions should include the associations between atomic activities, context, and complex activities. The situations associated with a complex activity and the signatures of each complex activity should also be present in the definitions to facilitate the activity recognition process.
In this article, we propose, develop and validate our Context-Driven Activity Theory (CDAT) based on extensive real-life experimentation. CDAT includes atomic and complex activity definitions along with other activity related context essential for complex activity recognition. Our approach towards complex activity recognition is shown in Figure 1 . We claim the following contributions:
(1) We use our novel CDAT [Saguna et al. 2011 ] to build complex activity definitions and develop a mechanism which combines domain knowledge and activity data collected from real-life experimentation; (a) We discover complex activity signatures for different users using Markov chains as well as associations between atomic activities, context, and complex activities using probabilistic analysis, and (b) We use the updated CDAT definitions, activity signatures, and recomputed weights to infer complex activities using our complex activity recognition algorithm. We extend our Situation And Context-Aware Activity Recognition (SACAAR) system [Saguna et al. 2011 ] to recognize complex activities that are concurrent and interleaved. We achieve an average accuracy of 95.73% for complex activity recognition while maintaining computational efficiency, and it validates our approach.
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Saguna et al. (2) Our system reduces inference time by 32.5% and the amount of training data by 66%.
This article is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present the related work. Section 3 presents our proposed context-driven activity theory and the details relating to situation-aware activity recognition. Section 4 presents the details of the probabilistic analysis for weights assignment and the use of Markov chains to discover activity signatures. Section 5 presents the architecture of our approach and the complex activity recognition algorithm. Section 6 gives the test bed and prototype implementation. Section 7 presents the experimentation and results validation. Section 6 presents discussion, comparison with related work, and limitations, followed by a conclusion and discussion of future work in Section 9.
RELATED WORK
Activity recognition research includes the use of a variety of sensing technology and can be applied to different application settings. Sensors are broadly categorized based on deployment as wearable or on-body, environmental, and mobile sensors [Yang et al. 2006] . Wearable sensors include inertial sensors like accelerometers and gyroscopes, magnetic sensors, microphones, physiological sensors like electrocardiography (ECG) and electrooculography (EOG). These help in detecting a user's posture, motion, and other activities based on sound and physical states. Environmental sensors are those that are deployed in the user's environment and provide information about the user's surroundings or movements. These include video cameras, infrared sensors, reed switches, magnetic switches, force-sensitive resistors, and RFID tags that detect users' mobility in the area covered by them. There is a wide array of research that uses one or more of these sensors to detect human activities. Research in activity recognition is focused on a number of settings like industry and workshop [Lukowicz et al. 2004; Stiefmeier 2008] , defense [Jovanov et al. 2003 ], health care and aged care [Tentori and Favela 2008; Homed et al. 2008; Amft and Troster 2008] , comfort applications in smart homes [Meyer and Rakotonirainy 2003; Kasteren et al. 2008] , emergency or natural disaster situations [Storf et al. 2009 ], and energy efficiency in urban spaces [GreenerBuildings 2010] .
Researchers have applied both data-driven and knowledge-driven techniques to recognize activities of human users. A number of techniques such as Bayesian networks [Albinali et al. 2007] , hidden Markov models (HMMs) [Deng and Tsui 2000; , artificial neural networks [Van Laerhoven and Cakmakci 2000; Van Laerhoven 2001] , context-free grammars [Ryoo and Aggarwal 2006] , eigenspace algorithms [Huynh and Schiele 2006] , string matching algorithms [Stiefmeier et al. 2007 ], conditional random fields [Liao et al. 2007 ], human activity language [Guerra-Filho and Aloimonos 2007] , suffix trees [Hamid et al. 2007 ], minimum description length [Minnen et al. 2006] , and ontological reasoning [Riboni and Bettini 2009; Chen et al. 2012] have been applied in the activity recognition field. We look at activity recognition as a hierarchical problem. In Bao [2003] , an analogy of activity recognition with speech and text recognition is presented. Activities are recognized at word, sentence, and paragraph level keeping with the analogy of text or speech recognition [Bao 2003 ]. We refer to word-level (low-level) activities as atomic activities and paragraph-/sentence-level (high-level) as complex activities. As mentioned previously, atomic activities are unitlevel activities that cannot be broken down further given application semantics (e.g., standing, sitting, walking, picking an object).
Existing research largely focuses on atomic activity recognition [Choudhury et al. 2008; Bao 2003] or complex activities constituting of simple sequential atomic activities [Tapia et al. 2004; Philipose et al. 2004; Choudhury et al. 2008] . Most of these works utilize one or more sensing technology such as accelerometer, RFID reader and tags, microphone, and so on, and infer simple sequential activities. For example, accelerometer-based complex activity recognition is restricted in terms of how widely it can be deployed, but it is well suited for recognizing atomic activities. The number of body movements for a complex activity can vary widely, and thus it becomes difficult to model such movements to achieve high levels of accuracies, as the complexity of activities increases in terms of its constituent atomic activities. The same is true for taking two sensing technologies together, such as accelerometer and RFID or accelerometer and microphone. The features are hard to model and discriminate when attempting to recognize complex activities without separating atomic activity inference from complex activity inference [Lee and Cho 2011] . There is a need to build complex activity recognition techniques that are not completely data driven but also involve domain knowledge. In Table I , we compare our approach with existing research in terms of a number of criteria, such as types of sensors used, the types of activities recognized, and the accuracy that was achieved, and we discuss the pros and cons of each.
Probabilistic models such as naive Bayes, decision trees, HMM, and dynamic Bayesian networks (DBN) are used for activity recognition in specific areas for complex activities. These models work well in a workshop or industry setting [Stiefmeier 2008; Ward et al. 2006; where activities are performed in the same sequence each time, but accuracy levels fall considerably when variations occur or activities are interleaved or concurrent in nature [Tapia et al. 2004; Davies et al. 2008] . Data mining techniques also show promise for complex activity recognition in daily life [Tao et al. 2009 ] with recognition of concurrent and interleaved activities, but there are issues that need to be addressed relating to window sizes and temporalities or variation in durations of activities that adversely affect the system. Conditional random fields used in Wu et al. [2007] and Hu and Yang [2008] also lead to interesting results but are susceptible to inaccuracies with complex activity recognition in daily life, as they are unable to handle changes in activities. They require the interleaving or concurrent activity data to be available during the training of the model. This leads to large amount of training data, as ADLs are interleaved and concurrently performed in a large variety of ways.
Temporal analysis is used in Brdiczka et al. [2010] for recognizing recurrent tasks. The T-pattern analysis uses temporal distances between events to infer high level The notion of activity and context used in this article originate from the overall field of computer science and in particular from the field of ubiquitous computing and human-computer interaction. But the theoretical framing of complex activities is also relevant in the field of psychology and artificial intelligence [Abelson 1981; Schank and Abelson 1975] where scripts, events, and actions are used to describe everyday situations. These much earlier works focus on the much higher levels of activities that are related to the cognitive descriptions of different situations in everyday life, while the work in this article is more focused on using sensing technology and inferring the complex activities performed by users. As mentioned previously, we divide the problem of activity recognition into low-level and high-level activity recognition. We focus on combining both knowledge-and data-driven techniques to recognize the daily activities of users. Existing approaches do not offer a generic theoretical framework to activity recognition that can be widely used across application domains where activity related context can be shared easily. There is a need to have a standardized mechanism to define activities and types of sensors used for a particular activity. Such knowledge needs to be shared and reused so that there is efficient use of time and redundant tasks that have already been performed in one application domain are not repeated. Sensor deployments should be standardized so that systems can share sensor data. Recent works [Kasteren et al. 2010; attempt to transfer activity knowledge from one house to another using data mining and HMM. They achieve reasonable accuracies but do not handle sequential, concurrent, and interleaved complex activities while performing transfer learning, which can be achieved using our approach. The works in are only attempting to cluster sensors and activities without dealing with their complex nature from one domain to another. Thus, we argue for a theory for complex activity recognition that can represent the complex nature of complex activities. It is important that activity recognition be carried out at two levels: atomic and complex. Research has shown how various techniques can be deployed to infer atomic activities with ease. Variations that are inherent due to different humans performing the activities differently does not affect atomic activity recognition process but instead affects complex activity recognition process where the temporal lengths of these activities increases significantly. Algorithms built for activity recognition should be able to handle such issues. This can be better dealt by dividing the activity recognition problem into the atomic and complex activity levels.
There is a need to use context to infer complex activities, as this can help in achieving better accuracy [Choudhury et al. 2008; Hong et al. 2009; Saguna et al. 2011] . Knowledge-based approaches [Riboni and Bettini 2011; Chen et al. 2012] can be used to incorporate context within activity recognition, but current works have shown limited or no use of context. Hong et al. [2009] have used the Dempster-Shafer theory to incorporate contextual information from uncertain sensor data for activity recognition. In Helaoui et al. [2011b] , Markov logic networks are used for complex activity recognition where hard and soft formulae are defined for recognizing activities. Such techniques can allow for expressive and flexible integration of background knowledge and context, but this has not been demonstrated. Our approach is fundamentally different from Hong et al. [2009] and Helaoui et al. [2011b] , as we use a context-driven activity theory for recognizing complex activities and discover complex activity signatures. We incorporate situation recognition in the process of activity recognition. Ye et al. [2007, 2009] have used situation lattices to detect activities where they call " activities" as " situations" and have highlighted the importance of context and situations in activity recognition. Although their work has shown promising results for complex activities, they also state in Ye et al. [2009] that scalability can be an issue with situation lattices. We argue for the need to incorporate situations in our work based on Ye et al. [2007, 2009] and Padovitz et al. [2008] to detect complex activities. We differ from Ye et al. [2009] , as we first detect spatio-temporal situations and then detect complex activities relating to those situations. In our previous work [Saguna et al. 2011 ], we performed complex activity recognition using our Situation-And Context-Aware Activity Recognition (SACAAR) system and Context-Driven Activity Theory (CDAT). In this article, we extend on CDAT and SACAAR by combining domain knowledge with experimental data to discover complex activity signatures. We show how detecting an occurring situation can facilitate the process of activity recognition. This can help to reduce the number of activities being detected. In the next section, we present our context-driven activity theory, its detailed formalisms, and our Situation-And ContextAware Activity Recognition (SACAAR) system architecture with the complex activity recognition algorithm.
CONTEXT-DRIVEN ACTIVITY THEORY FOR COMPLEX ACTIVITY RECOGNITION
In this section, we propose and discuss a Context-Driven Activity Theory (CDAT), where activity could be complex or atomic. These activities can be linked to different situations. We employ the use of context at three levels within our CDAT. Context is used to infer atomic activities, complex activities, and situations. We will discuss this in detail in the following subsections. We further develop a context and atomic activity reasoning approach to infer and reason about complex activities.
Atomic Activity and Complex Activity Definitions
In this section, we give the definitions of the main components of our CDAT with some running examples.
Definition 3.1 (Atomic activity). Atomic activity A is defined as a unit-level activity which cannot be broken down further given application semantics and is observed from a set of sensors, S = s 1 , . . . ,s n , where n ≥ 1, where the level of granularity can vary based on sensor placement scenarios.
For example, Case 1: A 1 = "user is walking" inferred by sensor s 1 , which is an accelerometer placed on the user's waist. Case 2: A 1 = "user is walking" inferred by sensors s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , and s 4 , where s 1 , s 2 , and s 3 are three accelerometers placed on different parts of the body, and s 4 is a GPS sensor placed on the user. The accelerometers provide individual body part movements and additional context data originating from the GPS sensor provides velocity information, which can be together used to infer that user is walking.
Next, we give the definition of a context attribute [Padovitz et al. 2008] , which can be used to infer complex activities from sensors.
Definition 3.2 (Context attribute).
A context attribute is defined as any type of data at time t that is used to infer an activity or a situation(s). It is represented as C any other virtual or physical sensors. For example, location, time, and temperature are retrieved from sensors present on the user or his/her environment. Similarly, device activity and phone activity is retrieved from virtual sensors on the user's devices. For the previous examples, "user is walking on a treadmill" is inferred using additional context of detecting proximity to a treadmill or the location as gym. "User is walking in the park" can be inferred by user location as " in park." In the rest of the article, we refer to a context attribute simply as " context."
, where γ A is the subset of atomic activities from the complete set of atomic activities, A = {A 1 , . . . ,A n }, n ≥ 1, and ρC is the subset of context from the complete set of context, C = {C 1 , . . . ,C n }, n ≥ 1, which occur within the complex activity CA. Further, Coreγ A and CoreρC are subsets of γ A and ρC, which must be observed for a complex activity CA to occur. (α A S , β A E ) ⊂ A are atomic activities that are observed at the beginning or end of a complex activity, respectively. Similarly, (αC S , βC E ) ⊂ C are context and are observed at the beginning and end of a complex activity. Figure 2 shows two instances of the same complex activity as a state transition diagram. The different nodes represent context and atomic activities. A complex activity can vary each time a user performs it and can have a different starting and ending. T S and T E denote the starting time and ending time of a complex activity on a timeline. T L = |T E − T S | is the lifespan of a complex activity. As shown in Figure 2 , a complex activity can be performed in different ways and can also have varying lifespans. This is depicted as T Lmin < T L < T Lmax , where (T Lmin , T Lmax ) gives the time range for the lifespan of a complex activity.
For example, Case 1: CA 1 = "user is walking to bus stop" is inferred by atomic activity, A 1 = "user is walking," and context activity, C 2 = "user direction towards bus stop from home,"
Case 2: CA 2 = "user is working on presentation at home" is inferred by atomic activities A 2 = "user is sitting," A 3 = "user is using study desk," A 4 = "user is detected near laptop," and A 5 = "user is typing in Microsoft Powerpoint application file," and context activities C 3 = "user location is home" and C 4 = "study desk light is on." We further look at an example of concurrent and interleaved activities.
Case 3: A user performs the following activities concurrently and interleaved in time, which can be represented as (CA 3 |CA 4 |CA 5 |CA 6 ) for complex activities, CA 3 = "user is writing a document on his/her laptop in room at office," CA 4 = "user is browsing the Internet for research articles," CA 5 = "user is drinking coffee," and CA 6 = "user is chatting on IM with friend." We can further perform operations on complex activities such as ∪ to create complex activities such as (CA 3 ∪ CA 4 ∪ CA 5 ).
Situation-Aware Activity Recognition
In Figure 3 (a), we show how activities and situations are related in the activity analysis domain. First, context and sensors directly related to inferencing atomic activities 32:12 Saguna et al. are used; for example, one or more accelerometers are used for atomic activities like sitting and walking. Also, certain context such as "speed of user" may further validate whether the user is walking. Further, a number of atomic activities together form a complex activity. Situations are "a set of circumstances in which an entity may find itself " where an entity can be a human or object. Human users in a day are part of a number of situations. All activities that are performed by them are part of these situations. We are referring to situations that are inferred by context, not sourced by activity-related sensor data but other context, for example, location, time, temperature, weather conditions, and light on/off. By inferring situations, we can limit the number of activities to be recognized. In a situation hierarchy, situations and subsituations exist, and it is possible to identify situations with a limited set of sensor and context. For example, a simple high-level situation is "user is in office room" detected by user's location sensor. This can help in activity inference because the user will perform only those activities that are linked to office room and not the kitchen. Thus, spatiotemporal situations by themselves can play a significant role in the activity recognition process.
Figure 3(b) shows how a trajectory can traverse through different situations and the activities that occur within them. The bubbles in the diagram represent different situation subspaces. The different axes represent context attributes (e.g., location, time, weather). The traversed path is representative of certain context states, which are the meeting points of these different context attributes. The small colored circles are merely activities that occur within situations on this path. We show how activities can occur in different situations and are linked to them. Thus, linking situations to activities is important in for activity recognition.
For the definition of a "Situation," we extend on the definition provided in the Context Spaces Theory [Padovitz et al. 2004 [Padovitz et al. , 2008 . by S j = (C In Ye et al. [2007] and Padovitz et al. [2004 Padovitz et al. [ , 2008 , situations are reasoned from context and exist within a hierarchy. Ye et al. [2007] consider situation lattices for activity recognition. Padovitz et al. [2004 Padovitz et al. [ , 2008 proposed the Context Spaces Model (CSM), where the concept of situation spaces and subspaces is used for reasoning real-life situations. We consider the CSM to represent and model context for inferring situations in the activity recognition domain. We consider those situations that are formed from context that is not sourced or related to the user's activity inference process. For this research, we have primarily focused on spatiotemporal situations, for example, "user in home at morning," "user in home at night," "user in office at morning," and so on.
Context and Atomic Activity Reasoning to Infer Complex Activities
To infer complex activities, we propose reasoning about context and atomic activities. Each complex activity has a set of atomic activities, γ A, and a set of context, ρC, as mentioned in Definition 2. , then (1) it implies that the activity was started but abandoned in between, and (2) it implies that the core set of atomic activities and context for that particular CA k did not occur. Thus,
where, 0 ≤ ω CA k ≤ 1, and if w 
for any CA k to have occurred successfully. We further demonstrate the use of weights, which helps in complex activity recognition by checking the occurrence of key atomic activities using the following examples from Table II . Example 1: CA 1 = "Cooking omelette for breakfast in kitchen" is a complex activity, as shown in Table II . We use our CDAT along with our reasoning approach to define and infer CA 1 . We define
in a straightforward way by using the type of atomic activities and context attributes available. The assignment of weights is based on the importance of each A i and C i for a corresponding CA 1 . Initially, we assigned equal weights for A i in CA 1 . However, weights shown in Table II are the recomputed weights after probability analysis (explained further in Section 7.2). A number of A i are assigned the highest and equal weight based on their occurrence. These are A 3 , A 2 , A 18 , A 21 , A 17 , A 11 , A 10 , and A 9 . These are followed by other constituent A i for CA 1 having lower weights. Similarly, for the context attributes, C i in CA k , Table II shows the recomputed weights. In this case, ω CA k should be greater than the threshold ω T CA k = 0.59 for CA 1 to have successfully occurred. Also, temporal context is part of the complete set of context, C. ¬A and ¬C represents nonoccurrence of atomic activity and context. Table II , each complex activity has a core set of atomic activities Coreγ A and a core set of context attributes CoreρC. The sum of these core attributes is taken as the initial threshold values. Coreγ A and CoreρC are used in handling false positives as well. If the sum of atomic activities and context attributes exceeds the threshold for a particular complex activity such as CA 1 even when CA 1 has not been completed or performed, it is possible to detect this false positive by checking if each element within Coreγ A and CoreρC has occurred. If one or more elements from this core set are missing, it can be observed that CA 1 has not occurred yet.
Similarly, for complex activities CA 2 = "Drinking coffee in lounge" and CA 3 = "Working on a document in office" can be reasoned and inferred, as shown in Table II . We highlight that uncertain context or sensor information can also be dealt with by taking the probabilities of occurrence of atomic activities and multiplying with their assigned weights in Equation (1).
DISCOVERING ACTIVITY SIGNATURES AND GENERATING ACTIVITY DEFINITIONS USING PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS
Complex activity definitions are created by finding the associations between each atomic activity and its occurrence within the occurrence of its parent complex activity between pairs of atomic activities belonging to the same complex activity as well as those belonging to two different complex activities occurring together. The data collected from users using the preliminary domain knowledge based on our CDAT approach is analyzed further for creating activity definitions.
Associations between Atomic and Complex Activities for Different Users
Associations between atomic and complex activities involves the calculation of individual probabilities of start, end, and other atomic activities for a complex activity. We determine the individual probabilities of each atomic activity, A i ∈ γ A K , where γ A K is the set of atomic activities for complex activity CA K . The same procedure is also used to compute the individual probabilities for the start and end atomic activities (α A S , β A E ) ∈ A for complex activity CA K . As mentioned previously in Section 3.1, we also use context as part of our CDAT. Thus, we determine the individual probabilities of each context attribute, C i ∈ ρ C K , where ρ C K is the set of context attributes for complex activity CA K along with the individual probabilities for the start and end context attributes (αC S , βC E ) ∈ C for complex activity CA K . Thus, for example, for our complex activity CA 1 = "cooking omelette" from Table II , we calculate for each A S and A E for a complex activity CA: Pr(A i , t) performed by a user n times as:
For example, taking CA 1 = "cooking omelette," we have A 18 , A 5 , A 21 , A 23 as the initial start atomic activities and A 4 as the initial end atomic activity in the CDAT. We calculate the probabilities as follows for the start and end atomic activities: -Probability of A S , Pr(A 18 ) = 0.60 -Probability of A S , Pr(A 5 ) = 0.05 -Probability of A S , Pr(A 21 ) = 0.30 -Probability of A S , Pr(A 23 ) = 0.05 Similarly, for CA 1 , we have: -Probability of A E , Pr(A 9 ) = 1.00
We then find the A S and A E as follows: -A S = max Pr(A i ), where A i ∈ γ A K , and A E = max Pr(A i ), where A i ∈ γ A K , which for CA 1 is A 18 and A 9 .
Next, we calculate the probabilities for the C S and C E for CA 1 as CA: P(C i , t), performed by a user n times as: -Probability of C S , Pr(C i ) for all start C S = total occurrence o f C i as C S n -Probability of C E , Pr(C i ) for all end C E =
total occurrence o f C i as C E n
We then have for CA 1 the C S and C E probabilities as:
-Probability of C S , Pr(C 2 ) = 1.00 -Probability of C E , Pr(¬C 7 ) = 0.30 -Probability of C E , Pr(¬C 14 ) = 0.70
We then find the C S and C E as follows:
-C S = max Pr(C i ), where C i ∈ ρC K , and C E = max Pr(C i ), where C i ∈ ρC K , which for CA 1 are C 2 and ¬C 14
The A S and A E as well as C S and C E can now be ranked from the most probable to the least probable for each complex activity.
Next, we take all the atomic activities and context attributes that lie between A S , A E and C S , C E . For example, in the case of complex activity CA 1 = "cooking omelette," we calculate for every atomic activity A i and every context attribute C i : Pr(A i , t) and Pr(C i , t) as: -Probability of atomic activity, Pr(
, where n is the sum of occurrences of all atomic activities -Probability of context attribute, Pr(
, where n is the sum of occurrences of all context attributes
The resulting values of probabilities for each atomic activity are checked against a threshold for relevance. The atomic activities whose values are equal to or higher than the required threshold are used for creating the activity definition for the respective complex activity. This results in removing those atomic activities that are of least importance to the occurrence of a complex activity, thus reducing the number of atomic activities to look for in the complex activity recognition process. It is also used to update the weights initially assigned to each atomic activity and context attribute.
Associations between Different Atomic Activities and Context Attributes within a Complex Activity
Associations between atomic activities involves the calculation of conditional probabilities and transition probabilities ( p ij ) for different pairs of atomic activities within each complex activity. We used Markov chains for discovering these associations between pairs of atomic activities for a complex activity. For each atomic activity A i ∈ γA K where γA K is the set of atomic activities for complex activity CA K , we calculate for each pair of atomic activity (A i , A i+1 ) in complex activity, CA: P(A i | A i+1 , t) (for dependency), for example, in the case of CA 1 :
-Pr(A 1 | A 2 ) = Pr(A 1 and A 2 ) / Pr(A 1 ) = 0.80
We find all such conditional and transition probabilities. This is crucial in discovering the activity signatures of each complex activity for different users. Similarly, the associations between the context attributes of a complex activity are also computed using the conditional and transition probabilities. The details for discovering the activity signatures are given in the following section.
Discovering Complex Activity Signatures of Users
Based on the probability calculations in the Section 4.2, we build complex activity signatures for each complex activity corresponding to individual users. For example, the complex activity signature for CA = "" is
We use Markov chains to discover activity signatures by calculating the path probabilities for each complex activity. There can be different paths of atomic activities within a complex activity. A Markov chain takes a path in time through its state space. A sequence {x 1 , x 2 , . . . x t } of states at successive times is referred to as a path [Ocone 2010; Meyn and Tweedie 1993; Pardoux 2008] . The probability Pr((X 1 , X 2 , . . .X t )= (x 1 , x 2 , . . . x t )) of a path is the joint probability of (X 1 , X 2 , . . .X t ). But, as shown by other authors [Ocone 2010; Meyn and Tweedie 1993; Pardoux 2008] , for a Markov chain {X t } t≥1 and for any path {x 1 , x 2 , . . .
Therefore, it can be stated that the conditional probability of a path that is conditioned on the first value can be computed as the product of the transition probabilities ( p ij ) between successive states of the path. Thus, the probability of a path, {x 1 , x 2 , . . .
The path with the highest probability is considered the most relevant complex activity signature for the user. This is used to detect complex activities of a user. The paths with lower probabilities can also be stored as they provide information about the user's activity variation in performing the same activity, and it can be associated to different contextual attributes with further study into the user's behavior and environment.
Similarly, the context attribute information is taken into consideration and the complex activity signature using context attributes are also discovered as, for example, in case of
Concurrent and Interleaved Complex Activities
For concurrent activities, the atomic activities that occur together in time are considered. The associations between atomic activities belonging to different complex activities are discovered via joint probability calculation of atomic activities. We calculate the joint probability for different pairs of atomic activities, (A 
The use of conditional probability allows the system to, for example, know when CA 1 starts before CA 2 in time and then continue to occur simultaneously until they end and vice versa. If such information is not required by the system, then co-occurrence probability can be directly computed. Similarly, for interleaving activities, associations between the atomic activities belonging to two different complex activities occurring consecutively at t i , t i+n are discovered via joint probability calculation as shown in the following, where A CA 1 i and A CA 2 j are two atomic activities occurring at t i , t i+n , respectively:
SACAAR ARCHITECTURE
The proposed SACAAR system architecture consists of three layers, as shown in Figure 4 . SACAAR can be deployed in different application domains that require complex activity recognition. The sensory layer of the system can handle different types of sensor data, which is required to infer atomic activities, for example, accelerometers to infer body motion such as sitting, walking, standing, jogging; RFID readers and tags for object interaction such as picking a cup, picking a pan, touch sensors for opening a cupboard, opening a door; and physiological sensors for mood and stress levels. Virtual sensors can include modules of code that gather device activity, browser activity, and music player activity from a user's devices such as computers, laptops, and smart phones. We infer three types of context: First, context that helps in improving activity inference; for example, if sensor 1 (accelerometer) returns atomic activity walking, the confidence in this atomic activity can be increased by context from sensor 2 (GPS), which provides the speed of the user. Second, context that helps in inferring complex activities; for example, in the aforementioned case, sensor 2 (GPS) can also give the direction of the user between two points, A and B. This helps in inferring complex activity, such as the user walking toward point B. Last, context can be used to infer situations. The activity inference layer is used to infer activities and it consists of the atomic activity inference module, the complex activity inference module, and the spatiotemporal context complexity filter. In the Atomic Activity Inference Module (AAIM), atomic activities are inferred. Body motion-related atomic activities, such as sitting, standing, and walking, are inferred using decision trees based on Bao [2003] . A weighted voting sliding window mechanism similar to Stikic et al. [2008] is used to infer RFID object interaction. A similar sliding window weighted voting mechanism is also applied to device and browser activity. Other context, such as speed and direction, are used to ascertain activities as well. Context from the sensory layer is used by spatiotemporal Context Complexity Filter (CCF) for inferencing situations, and the Complex Activity Inference Module (CAIM) is used to fuse together different sources of atomic activities and combine them to infer complex activities using the complex activity recognition algorithm (CARALGO).
Complex Activity Recognition Algorithm
The CAIM is used to fuse together different sources of atomic activities and combine them to infer complex activities with the help of the situation and activity linkages provided by the CCF. The complex activity recognition algorithm (CARALGO) is then used for inference of complex activities that can be concurrent and interleaved and is shown as Algorithm 1. CARALGO works by taking atomic activities, context, and situations as input and recognizes the complex activities. The algorithm finds the start atomic activity and then sets a time window of the size of the lifespan T L for each matched A S ∨ C S belonging to a CA k . CARALGO looks for matching γ A, ρC and A E ∨ C E within the time window for each CA k . It computes ω CA k using Equation (1) and then checks against ω T CA k , as shown in Equation (2). If the condition is matched, CA k is inferred successfully. All time windows run in parallel and all incoming A i and C i for each CA k are added to them until a successful match is found. The weights are added at runtime after each addition. The initial weights are assigned using domain knowledge. This is followed up by updating the weights once initial data is collected and analyzed and probabilities of all atomic activities are calculated. This removes discrepancies that may arise from domain knowledge-based weight assignment.
ALGORITHM 1: Complex Activity Recognition
Input: Context from the sensory layer is used by CCF for inferencing situations. This information is used in two ways by our SACAAR system architecture. First, context is used to infer situations. Activities always belong to some situation, and linking them can help in inferencing of activities as well as enhancing the richness of the inferred complex activity. These linkages can be created at runtime and new activities can be dynamically added to situations in SACAAR system. We initially created situations and link our predefined complex activities to these situations during the setup phase. We then provided a mechanism to add activities to new situations at runtime, if required. Second, when the links between activities and situations are established, it can help to reduce the number of complex activities to look for during the inference process by inferring the situations first. Such situation inference can help in activity recognition by reducing battery consumption of certain sensors which are being polled to infer atomic activities which do not belong to the current situation. In the next section, we show how probabilistic analysis and Markov chains are applied to create CDAT definitions and create complex activity signatures.
TEST BED AND PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION
To validate our proposed approach, we built a test bed and a prototype, as shown in Figure 5 . Our test bed comprises of several sensors. For example, we place either Mulle v3 sensor [Mulle-v3 2010] (accelerometer) or the Android phone with its inbuilt accelerometer on the user's waist to detect body motion using decision trees. We chose the waist of the user as the most appropriate position [Bao 2003 ]. A Bluetooth RFID reader was used. It was placed on the user's wrist to detect LF passive RFID tagged objects within a distance of 1 to 5 cm. Each tag is labeled in terms of an activity, and the RFID readings are inferred as atomic activities. The device and browser activity are inferred using a C++ TimeTracker tool [Bennett 2007 ] available as open source on the Sourceforge website. We extended this tool to incorporate it in our test bed. The user's activity on the mobile phone is inferred using a Java-based code built by us specific to the Android platform [Android 2010 ]. Location information is collected using GPS, Wi-Fi positioning, and RFID tags. We use the inbuilt GPS on an Android phone to gather the location, speed and weather information. The prototype consists of 7,200 lines of Java and C++ code including different platforms and software languages taken together. The communication between different devices was done using Bluetooth, WLAN, and 3G technology. We also build a web-based infrastructure where, if required, atomic activity, context attribute, and inferred complex activity information can be viewed either by the user or by those involved in deploying activity recognition systems.
EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS VALIDATION
We performed extensive experimentation to validate our CDAT and SACAAR. In particular, this section presents results relating to (1) complex activity recognition with CDAT based on domain knowledge, (2) the activity data gathered with its detailed probabilistic analysis for weight computations and discovery of complex activity signatures, and (3) complex activity recognition using recomputed weights and complex activity signatures with our updated CDAT.
Experiment 1: Recognition of Activities Using CDAT
We use our SACAAR test bed (as shown in Figure 5 ) for testing and validating our proposed approach to recognize concurrent and interleaved complex activities. For results validation, we initially consider two subjects for the duration of 21 days, with an average of 8 hours daily. The experiments were performed from 8:00 am to 12:00 pm and from 2:30 pm to 9:30 pm. We identified 16 complex activities (listed in Table V in the appendix) and used our CDAT to define them. These definitions were stored in the SACAAR system. We gave our subjects an Android phone to record the activities manually, which involved adding a count for each occurrence of a complex activity in the corresponding hour. Users were asked to keep the record simply for establishing the ground truth, which enabled us to measure the accuracy of our algorithm. This information was not used for any annotation or training purpose within our CDAT and SACAAR. We show the accuracy of our algorithm for both subjects combined together in Figure 8 as "Before." Our algorithm performed with an overall accuracy of 88.5% using domain knowledge-based CDAT definitions. We also used Decision Trees (DT) (J48) and Naive Bayes (NB) to detect complex activities. The results presented in Figure 8 show that our algorithm significantly outperformed both techniques. DTs and NBs have low accuracies, as they are unable to handle the variations in sequence and the concurrent/interleaved nature of the complex activities.
Probabilistic Activity Data Analysis
We further analysed the data collected during the initial experimentation and used it to automatically compute the probabilities of atomic activities, context, transition probabilities for atomic activities and context and joint probabilities for concurrent and interleaved activities. The knowledge gained by the probabilistic analysis is used to update the definitions in CDAT that were previously set by domain knowledge. Using the updated definitions and recomputed weights, we performed another set of extensive experiments. The results from this experimentation are presented in Section 7.3. 7.2.1. Probability Calculations. The probabilities for atomic activities (Pr(A i )) and context attributes (Pr(C i )) for eight complex activities (CA k ) are shown in Figure 6 .
1 The remaining eight complex activities are not shown, as their constituent atomic activities and context attributes had equal or close to equal probabilities. Figure 6 shows that for highly complex activities, there is greater variation in probabilities of constituent atomic activities and context attributes. For example, in "Making Pizza," CA 3 complex activity, certain atomic activities that are basic to the making of a pizza have higher probabilities. Probabilities of other atomic activities are lower, as they are dependent on the user's choice of ingredients on different days and his/her dietary preferences. Similarly, for other kitchen activities, there exists greater variation in probabilities of constituent atomic activities and context attributes. Those activities that are fairly less complex, such as "Preparing Coffee," CA 6 , have constant probabilities of its constituents, as the scope for variation is less and all basic steps are always followed. In such cases, there may only be variation in the order of steps. Figure 7 shows the recomputed weights based on the probabilities shown in Figure 6 . The recomputed weights follow similar distribution, as shown in Figure 6 after normalization, and achieve a sum of 1.
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Saguna et al. Fig. 6 . Atomic activity and context attribute probabilities for eight complex activities from Table V. 7.2.2. Discovering Complex Activity Signatures. Table III shows the complex activity signatures. These are based on the transition probabilities between atomic activities for each complex activity discovered using Markov chains, as elicited in Section 4. The most traversed path is selected after calculating the transition matrices (not shown here due to lack of space) for each complex activity. Table III shows all the complex activity signatures discovered from the first round of experimentation for all 16 complex activities. We divided the signatures into two separate parts based on atomic activity transitions and context attribute transitions, as shown in columns 2 and 3 of Table III . The signatures shown in the table are those with Fig. 7 . Atomic activity and context attribute weights for eight complex activities from Table V. These share similar distribution, as shown in Figure 6 . Similarly, weights were computed for all other complex activities. the highest path probability, which was calculated using Equation (4). The path probabilities for both atomic activities and context attributes are shown in column 4. Most complex activities had more than one signature but only one significant signature. They were also stored for the inference process in further experimentation (Experiment 2). The most variation was observed in "Getting Ready," CA 4 ; "Searching the Internet," CA 14 ; "Working on Document," CA 13 ; and "Working on Presentation," CA 12 . This was caused due to the high interleaving and concurrent nature of these activities with other complex activities as well as the high variation in which the 
concurrency and interleaving occurred. Our algorithm was easily able to recognize this behaviour.
7.2.3. Recognition of Concurrent and Interleaved Activities. The concurrent and interleaved nature of complex activities in our experimental data is shown in Figure 9 using a heat map. It shows the activity pairs which had maximum and minimum concurrency and interleaving. It can be observed that (CA 14 , CA 13 ) and (CA 14 , CA 12 ) have the highest values for concurrency and interleaving. Activities in the morning are often interleaved and performed concurrently. Also, activities such as "Drinking coffee," CA 7 and (1) CDAT from Section 6.1 as "Before," (2) updated CDAT from Section 6.3 as "After," (3) decision trees (J48), and (4) naive Bayes (NB). Table V . The x-and y-axis depict the complex activities.
"Watching videos," CA 8 are interleaved with a number of other activities. We highlight that the interleaving of complex activities is observed from the interleaving and concurrency of context and atomic activities belonging to different complex activities. Concurrency of complex activities is mostly observed when complex activities occur within same time periods.
Experiment 2: Recognition of Activities based on Updated Definitions in CDAT
In the previous section, using probabilistic analysis, we showed how weights were recomputed and how CDAT definitions were updated with complex activity signatures. In this section, we discuss the results related to further experiments conducted based on the updated definitions in our CDAT. The users perform the same 16 complex activities for another 2 weeks. The results for these experiments are shown in Figure 8 as "After" (in comparison to Experiment 1 shown as "Before"). In Experiment 2, the complex activity recognition Algorithm 2 is used with the recomputed weights for complex activity inference in Lines 15 and 18. Also, in Line 21, the complex activity signature is matched for recognizing a complex activity. We find that with the updated definitions and recomputed weights SACAAR performed with an improved accuracy of 95.73%.
ALGORITHM 2: Complex Activity Recognition after Probabilistic Analysis and Discovered Complex Activity Signatures
Input: We are able to reduce the amount of data required for training activity models by 66% by using our CDAT and SACAAR system as compared to decision trees and naïve Bayes classifiers for the same complex activities. Training data was only used at the atomic activity level where we have used existing techniques for inferencing activities like body motion, object interaction, and so on. Training data was not required by our system at the complex activity inference level. Moreover, by updating the CDAT definitions using probabilistic analysis and discovering complex activity signatures, we were able to reduce the amount of sensor information required to infer complex activities. This was also achieved using the inference of situations, which eliminated the need to infer certain complex activities which do not belong to the observed situation. This in turn implied that complex activities can be inferred with lesser number of atomic activities and context attributes without adversely affecting recognition accuracy. Figure 10 (a) shows the comparison for amount of data used in training for both atomic and complex activities taken together.
DISCUSSION, COMPARISON WITH RELATED WORK AND LESSONS LEARNED
From the extensive experiments detailed earlier, SACAAR has proved to be an effective mechanism to infer complex activities that are sequential or concurrent and interleaved. The activity definitions in CDAT used for preliminary inference using real-life data accompanied by probabilistic analysis and use of Markov chains to update CDAT definitions significantly improved complex activity recognition accuracy. Our approach is significantly different from existing techniques [Choudhury et al. 2008; Tao et al. 2009; Riboni and Bettini 2009; Wang et al. 2007; Stikic et al. 2008] used for complex activity recognition, as we are able to create activity signatures for complex activities for individual users as well as for different users taken together, which is then used for inferring complex activities. In Table IV , we compare our approach with those presented in Table I , using a number of criteria such as recognition accuracy, use of context, and type of activities inferred. The success of the SACAAR approach lies in the combined the use of CDAT, the probabilistic analysis of real-life data, and the use of Markov chains, which brings together domain knowledge as well as real-life experimentation-based knowledge. The levels of associations of different atomic activities and context attributes to complex activities are discovered along with the activity signatures. This enables us to assign weights according to these atomic activities and context attributes for each complex activity. This knowledge enables improved recognition accuracies as well as eliminates redundant sensor data and context and can deal with inaccuracies and uncertainty. The knowledge engineering effort in creating definitions within CDAT is similar to ontological approaches such as those of Riboni and Bettini [2011] and Chen et al. [2012] . These are initial overheads that can be considerably minimized after the creation of CDAT definitions for users. These definitions can later be shared across different domains, applications, and users to recognize ADLs. For example, a definition can be created for the complex activity "cooking omelette" for a particular user. This definition can be shared for other users who perform this activity in a similar manner. The basic building blocks for a complex activity in terms of CDAT definitions will be the same for most users. ADLs are complex in terms of how they are performed but are fairly straightforward in terms of their constituent elements such as atomic activities, context attributes, and the start and end activities. These complex definitions created for different users can be added and updated within our CDAT repository over time and reused for other new users. Generalization can be achieved by creating definitions where common and uncommon aspects can be considered for each definition and different users. Also, in the future, we can look at applying similarity measurement techniques to match definitions for different users. At the atomic activity level, there are already many successful applications which recognize user body motions like running, walking, standing as well as for object interaction. Some recent examples for body motion include coaching applications such as Nike+ and miCoach used for personal training and fitness which use GPS and accelerometer sensors present on the mobile phone. In traditional activity recognition models, large amounts of training data is required to infer complex activities. By using our SACAAR approach, we considerably reduce the amounts of training data required (66% as compared to decision trees and naive Bayes) for complex activity recognition. The inference time was reduced by 32.5% when complex activities were recognized using the updated CDAT (Section 7.3), as shown in Figure 10 (b). The percentage was calculated using the time taken to infer all complex activities together for each case "Before" and "After." The time taken for decision trees and naive Bayes is not shown, as they are not temporal models and the time for inference was the same as the time to perform a complex activity. Again, this is achieved by using a combination of initial activity definitions and probabilistic analysis of real-life experimentation data. This is also achieved by associating situation inference with complex activities. We differ from existing approaches on complex activity recognition, as we create links between activities and situations and use these associations in our activity recognition algorithm. The success of our method provides a useful mechanism based in theory and experimentation to enhance the understanding, development, and implementation of complex activity recognition systems. In particular, one useful finding is that our promising results provide strong evidence to show that complex activities have varying associations with different atomic activities and context attributes, which, when known to the activity recognition system, can lead to high accuracy of recognition. Our complex activity recognition algorithm performed with an average accuracy of 95.73%. We also demonstrate and validate this by the reduction in required training data as well as the inference time as previously mentioned.
Limitations
Complex activity recognition approaches in existing work mostly use machine learning techniques and the results are promising in certain scenarios. There are large amounts of training data required as well as a change in sensor deployments and settings. Activity models are created specifically for each complex activity and need to be retrained for changes in activity steps. Since our work builds on the existing techniques at atomic activity level the inherent weaknesses of the existing approaches can adversely affect the working of our models at the atomic activity level. Although, this can be addressed by carefully picking only successful and high accuracy achieving machine learning techniques for atomic activity inference. For example, decision trees are proven to give high accuracy results for simple body motion atomic activities. Since our system is dependent on CDAT, it requires the collection of sensory data in accordance with the definitions available in CDAT. It is important to identify the sensors and the associated atomic activities before data is collected and used for inference. This also makes it difficult to test our system on the publicly available activity datasets.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We propose, develop, and validate a novel Context Driven Activity Theory (CDAT) to recognize complex activities. We build a mechanism which utilizes our CDAT to recognize complex activities that are sequential, concurrent, and interleaved. We use probabilistic analysis and Markov chains to discover complex activity signatures, assign weights to atomic activities, and update complex activity definitions within our CDAT. Our CDAT-based complex activity recognition algorithm achieves high accuracy of 95.73% while recognizing complex activities that are concurrent and interleaved in nature. Moreover, the mechanism introduced in this article is original and unique, as it discovers complex activity signatures for users and finds associations between a complex activity and its constituent atomic activities and context attributes. The levels of association are then used to assign weights to atomic activities and context attributes which help in dealing with inaccurate and uncertain data. Further, situation inference is used within our system to detect complex activities, which enables faster activity recognition by identifying certain complex activities that are unrelated to the situation at hand. This reduces inference time by 32.5% and also reduces training data by 66%.
In the future, we will build an activity ontology to incorporate the associations discovered between different atomic activities, context attributes, complex activities, and situations using our CDAT. This will enable sharing of such activity semantics as well as make development and deployment of activity recognition systems easy. An activity ontology along with extensions to CDAT can help in providing cognitive descriptions of activities, for example, "working on document" can be described more appropriately as "developing a proposal for funding next quarter." We plan to find the most common and least common ways in which users perform various complex activities. This can help in creating a consolidated repository of complex activities and related activity semantics that can be shared with ease.
APPENDIX COMPLEX ACTIVITIES, ATOMIC ACTIVITIES AND CONTEXT ATTRIBUTES USED IN OUR EXPERIMENTATION
The following three tables provide the list of complex activities, atomic activities, and the context used in our experimentation along with the labels associated with them. Table V gives the complex activities with the associated atomic activities and context attributes. 
